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ABSTRAcf*1 1 1**-

An Adaptive Intrusion Data System (AIDS) was developed to collect data from 
Intrusion a larm sensors as part of an evaluation system 10 improve sensor 
performance. ADS Is a unique digital data compression, storage, and 
formatting system. It also Incorporates a capability for video selection and 
recording for assessment or the sensors monitored by the system. The 
system is software reprogrammable to numorot-.B configurations that may be 
utilized for the collection of environmental, bi-metal , analog, and video 
data. This manual covers the procedures for operating AIDS. Instructions 
are given to guide the operator in software programming and control ip*" \ 
selections required to program AIDS for data collection. Software diagnostic 
programs are included in this manual as a method of isolating system 
problems. 
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DESCRIPTION, OPERATION, AND DIAGNOSTIC ROUTINES 
FOR THE ADAPTIVE INTRUSION CATA SYSTEM 

1.0 Introduction 

The development and testing of effective perimeter intrusion a la rms and sensors requires a 
data system which c a i constantly monitor a number of intrusion sensors and evaluate their s u s 
ceptibility to false a la rms . Improved intrusion sensors would lead to the development of better 
alarm systems ,<nich could be expected to thwart intrusion by unauthorized groups attempting to 
secure entrance tc facilities working with or Btoring nuclear mater ia ls . Figure 1 shows one of the 
two Adaptive Intrusion Data SystemB (AIDS) built to assess intrusion sensor performance. The 
other AIDS is installed in a field t rai ler 

One special requirement of the data Bystem was to retrieve sensor information for a five 
second period prior to the alarm occurrence. Normally, this might be accomplished by continuous 
recording and storage techniques. Digitizing the data from a large number of aunsors would lead 
to an amount of data estimated to be 6. 9 x 10 bits/day, or roughly 700 7-track, 2400 feet long 
digital tapes. This amount of data is obviously unmanageable and wouid probably overwhelm any 
data reduction facility. To meet the five second data requirement:, a technique of adaptive data 
compression and a modest digital mass memory storage were combined and incorporated into the 
data collection system. 

Contemporary intrusion sensors are inherently susceptible to various types of environmental 
conditions. Therefore, to assist in the evaluation of weather-induced a larms, a meteorological data 
gathering system was incorporated into AIDS. This weather system monitors and records the wind 
velocity, wind direction, temperature, humidity, potential gradient, and rainfall ra te . A display 
of the weather information is available in the instrumentation rack where an operator can observe 
the conditions. The weather information ie also incorporated into the digital data output so that a 
complete history of the environmental conditions is available to the use r . 

In addition, the system will select television cameras observing the sensors being monitored 
and videotape the information at the time of any sensor alarm. Time code information is incorpo
rates into the video s t ream to permit correlation of the video data to the digital data recorded. 

A very important aspect of the AIDS program is the ahility of the system to retr ieve, reduce, 
correlate, and display large amounts of data in a meaningful and rapid fashion. Consequently, 
considerable emphasis waB placed in designing AIDS in a form consistent with the existing 
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2. 0 System Description 

The Adaptive Intrusion Data System was designed to be a flexible data collection system 
(sci> Figure 2), AIDS can collect data from as many as 48 analog channels. It can digitize the 
ilata into either G Or 12 bit words and compare the data to predetermined limits and then pass the 
dala into o 2, 30" megabit mass memory. The mass memory, therefore, contains a history of the 
data which can be recalled whenever an alarm occurs , 'f no alarm occurs, then the data in the 
mass memory ultimately will be considered of no importance and be dropped. Upon alarm, how-
over, the data in thv mass memory will be transferred by the System Controller la Nova 2 
computer) to one or two digital tape recorders for permanent storage. When one tape is filled 
with data, the system will switch to the second tape. At the same t ime, the SyBtem Controller 
will print an indication on the teletype which will tell th.? operator that one tape is full and that it 
may be removed and a new t&pe loaded in Its place. 

Figure 2, AIDS Block Diagram 

The Environmental Data Processor (an [MP-16 microprocessor) handles the weather data. 
Unde- control o' c read-only-memory program, the processor constantly formats and ipdates the 
information on the weather conditions. I" performs the appropriate algorithm 1 1 to convert the 
weather data voltages Supplied to it into engineering units for display. The converted weather data 
are then stored in its memory where they a re accessible for formatting by the Memory Controlled 
Processor . To obtain the weather data, the Memory Controlled Processor sends an interrupt 
signal to the Environmental Data Processor to Inslnc-: it to route information from its memory 



onto the data bus and strobe it into the appropr ;te regis ters in the Memory Controlled; Processor . 
Thus, the Memory Controlled Processor has access to the environmental data whenever it des i res 
that information. 

The Memory Controlled Processor is the focal point for the collection of all of the digital 
data. In addition to the data from the Environmental Data Processor , it also receives time, bi-
'evel multiplex signals, and digitized analog data from the analog-to-digital converter and multl-

plOXL'"\ 

The Memory Controlled Processor is under indirect control of the System Controller. 
Whenever the user desires a part icular format of data, he may enter that fo-mat via the teletype 
connected to the System Controller. The System Controller analyses the input instructions and 

• transmits the binary codes to load the memory of the Memory Controlled Processor . The memory 
now contains the instructions ne tessary to select the data inputs in the desired m?«nence. After 
the system hsa been formatted, the System Controller can command the Memory Controlled 
Processor to go into the run mode. Whiie in this mode, it collects data from all sourcee tied to 
it and feeds that information to the Mass Memorj Formatter . "The Format ter in turn dumps the 
data into the Mass Memory. Vpon command of the System Controller, the Mass Memory Formatter 
will take the data from the Maes Memory and transfer it to the Controller for recording on digital 
tape. 

The Bilevel Multiplexer serves a s the system tr igger . Should an a larm be detected in any of 
the 49 channels of the Bilevel Multiplexer, the System Controller detects the presence of the 
alarm, determines which sensor caused the alarm, sets the system into a data collection mode, 
and switches to the TV camera covering the sr- so r in question. The video signal from the TV 
camera is passed through a character Inserter which inserts fm« the video signal the proper t ime 
and other information in character form before i* is recorded onto video tape. The Video Con
trol ler also turns the viJeo tape recorder on fcr a pre-seIeotab!e length of t ime. The System 
Controller also types a record of the alarm along with the t i n e of occurrence. The data, whi^h 
are being collected l.y the Memory Controlltd Processor on a continuous basis, are then retrieved 
for the time period or approximately five seconds before and after the alarm. This time period is 
software controllable. The collection and transfer of data will continue until the data have been 
transferred onto tape. The system will also continually monitor th° bilevel inputs, and if an 
alarm occurs in another area or the original alarm recurs , the system will initiate a follow-on 
collection of the data, so that none of the information concernii-£ an alarm situation is missed. 

Analog alarm data from the sensors are processed by the Signal Conditioner on a continuous 
basis. The Signal Conditioner consists of 4B instrumentation low-pass filtering amplifiers. These 
low-pass amplifiers, which can have their cut-off frequencies altered by changing {.lug-in modules, 
act as pre-Bampling filters to remove high frequency noise and also serve to reject common mode 
noise that is sometimes picked up on the signal l ines. UpcT command from the Memory Controller 
Processor , an appropriate multiplexer gate will be opened to take the output or the Signal 
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Conditioning Amplifier. The onvitt from this channel ia fed to a 3ampIe-and-ho)d circuit and 
ultimately to ?n analog-to-digital converter . Any or the 4B channels can be selected in any desired 
sequence by the Memory Controlled Processor . 

To provide a "state of health" analysts of the system and to permit calibration factors to in-
developed by the data reduction comauter. the System Controller will at selectable time intervals 
perform a calibration on the anaicg channels and on the environmental channely. This calibration 
is routinely performed on every digital tape that is recorded. Calibration can also he performed 
periodically throughout the dny, if desired. 

~. I Data formal 

The Memory Controlled Proecsso . is designed to handle 6-bi! 'lata words and channel codes 
and ;o transfer them to the Mass Memory Interface. The 6-bit data words again appear in the 
formatting at the digital tape input. The format utilized {sec Figure 3) consists of parallel dumps 
of the ii-hit words with appropriate "Byns" code wordB. The system is configured with "super 
frames", "master frames" and "data frameB". The master frame contains the sync words, >n 
addition, it contains special information such as time, word rate, calibration values, and weather 
data. The master frame also contains the programmable part or the format, which consists of the 
btlevel and analog channels to ho monitored. 

Following the muster frame a i e the data frames. A data frame is essentially the program
mable format of the master frame. IS data channels are active, aii data chai.ne! identification 
codes and their respective data words will be present in the data frame. However, ir the activity 
is sue 1 *hit the data nrc outside the thresholds programmed and no alarms are present, all the 
data frames may he dropped out of the data collection. Thus, large amounts or digital tape storage 
and buffer storage can be saved. The data frame end channel code, with i ts count, tags anv data 
frame present. The master frame and any number of data frames up to 4096 form what is known 
as a " tuper frame". The data system can be programmed for data rates up to 25C kilowords per 
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3.0 Turn-on Procedures 

These turn-on procedures assume that all AIDS eubaystt-m components have been turned off 
ami the total system must be activated. The procedures also may be used to turn on any subsystem 
that must SIP activated after not being in use. 

3.1 Time Code Generator 

In any s tar . -up procedure, the Time Code Generator should bo turned on firs*.. If the AIUS 
wstem has lost power momentarily, the Time Code Generator will continue to operate on inlorr.it) 
battery power for approximately one hour. Tin- Time Code Generator will not light its display 
when operating off its internal battery. If the power switch is off, then the Time Code Generator 
has heen inoperative and must be react to the correct time, in turning the Time Code Generator 
on, first turn the power switch to the "on" position. Next, depress the stop button to stop any 
ccunt r rs . To adjust the time, go to the preset slow code switch and dial the number to set in a 
dig.t of the time code. For example, to aet the number 2 in the firm digit or the u_ys display, 
dial the preset selector switch to 2 and push the pushbutton under the hundreds of days. Conf je 
this procedure, setting the hundreds, the tens, and unita for daya: then set the hours, the 
minutes, and the seconds with the code switch. The best procedure for setting the time is to zi-ro 
the apcands and wait until the next minute is due to occur. Using either the WWV or some other 
time .source as a reference, wail until the arr ival of thD time pieset into Ihc time code generator. 
Ai the proper moment, push the s tar t button, and the time code generator will sync up with the 
time. The time code generator must be counting l.i order to supply the necessary time information 
1o the video system, the computer, and other parts of the AIDS system. 

3.2 Video Subsystem 

Firs t , turn on power to a!1 cameras by operating the power switch on the camera control 
units. Turn on the Lenco sync generator, the putse distribution amplifiers, each of the monitors 
at th(- top of the racks, the remote video switcher, the Laird Telemedia Character Generator, anil 
the video tape recorders (VTRl. With the VTR front panel power switch "On", the tope machines 
can be operated for manual playback or recording. The VTR motor control must be on for the 
computer to be able to control the VTR's. The remote switcher requires resetting by the Nova 
computer to initialize the video switches inside the camera switcher. If the screen splitter is 
heme utilised on the system to incorporate a fifth camera, it must also be turned on. 

Monitors 1 and 2 continuously display the outputs or cameras 1 and 2 in the system. 
Cameras 3 and 4 monitor field "one". The Nova software routines recognize fields "zero" and 
"one" for switching and recording selections. Front panel switches on the remote video switcher 
a r e used to cause monitors 3 and 4 to display signals from four different sources . The field 
"vero" switch causes the monitors to display the outputs from cameras 1 and 2, while the field 
"one" switch changes the monitor inputs to the outputs from cameras 3 and 4. The VTR switch 
causes the monitors to display the outputs from the two VTR's. If the VTR's a re powered up in 
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-•it.'K-r the recording mode or the iiilc- mode, the ou tpu t will be the signals appln-d to the inputs; if 
•i:t- V T R ' B a re in the playback mode and rurning, ti e Outputs wilt oe th.- previous.\ n :ari!<-' sfgnr.i. 
T!n- character inserter sv-itch causae monitors 3 and -1 to display ihc output signal c.f the r >aractir 

Ws*h either the VTR switches, field switches, or the character inser .e r <"'«'u switches 
' ^pressed , a display of the time will be visible on the screen. This time should corr'-spend ;c the 
unu display on the tin:" code generator. Following the tenths of second;: Tiunt running on the 
"--r'-efi is a nitmitvr which is related to the field of vi^w being selected by the com| iuur at that 
time. It will be either field "rcro" or field "one". The next three numerals riisplav tin count on 
thr number of t imes the video machines have been activated by the computer systi-m s-ncc rhe last 
manual reset. This is not the number of alarms but rather the number of times the machine lias 
-,••<•;: turned on. Operation of the counter for this display can be checked by opening the remote 
..-^.-r.eri switcher door and pui-iiing a pushbutton on the lower •••!(;.- of the c:ir:l win. h is n-.ooi:t<-.i on 
'J* U-fi hand aide. Pushing the button will advance the counter an increment at a tini'- to show ihnt 
'):'- circuit is operating. The display may be reset by a pushbutton located at the top edge of tht-
c:ir<J. This count is generally reset at the tc^inning of any data collection period. The display of 
•i-rr.f directly corrcia'.es to the time code generator with the exception 'hat the tenths of seconds ts 
displayed on the video screen and not up-*w the time cod« generator. The position of the time and 
event counters can be changed by a knob on [he front of the Laird Tt-lemedia Character Oinerotor . 
The characters may be activated and deactivated by pushing a r;-t.cssed switch located next to the 
v.-rt:cai position knob on the character generator. Black or white characters m.-iy be silecteii by 
pushing the n ' W switch located behind a hole in the front panel. The character generator ?!=o has 
a slave function which will operate to display the characters on the second video channel. The 
s l a w fimcEion does no; hav*- the same degree of character intensity control as the master . 

When monitors are being selected through the pushbuttons labeled VTR Field, the vidi-o level 
on the VTR machine itself will control the intensity of the video display on the monitor. This 
should be adjusted so thai the video level outp-jt from ihe recorder is in the gr*-*.'n posnion on ;i:i-
n-.f-ter. For individual instructions on the op"ration of the P.'C 700 or BOO recenh r, consult iho 
manufacturer's instruction manuals. 

The video monitors may be adjusted for brightness, r -,trast, and horizontal or vertical hold, 
when necessary. Screwdriver adjustments are avail at!** for adjusting the height, vertical 
linearity, snd focus of the individual monitors, if a good picture cannot be obtained by adjustment 
of the monitor controls, adjust the camera controls after checking to see that the camera control 
switch au' ' ' 'manual is in the auto position. If the switch is in the manual posiiion. sensitivity 
focus and blanking will have to be adjusted manually to obtain a good picture. The auto position is 
the desirable operating position ft*r most scenes . 



A flood procedure to follow when turning on the remote video switcher and adjusting the 
monitors ic to first select fit-Id "one" cameras . Adjust the monitor for b'.-st picture rror.i these 
cameras . Next, select character insertion fields. Tne monitor now will display the output of ihi-
video switcher the' In fed to the input of the VTR. If :h'.;; happens to hi- field 0, then a "0" will be 
displayed on the monitor; if it happens to be field 1, then a " 1 " will be in the camera select digit. 
At this poir.t, adjust the vertical height position slightly until the jittering stops. Next, push in 
•he VTR field button and adjust the video level out of the VTTl until a satisfactory picture is 
obtained. 

rr alter switching to the output of the VTR machine there appears to tie a shift horitont.illv 
of n tearing vertically due to the horizontal misalignment, the screen splitter phase control should 
lie adjusted with an insulated screwdriver; this control is accessible through an access hole m the 
bottom of the VTR. At this time, the tape recorders should be operated manually in th1? record 
mode TO check thiMr recording mode, After recording, playback can be accomplished by rewinding 
the (ape and playing back w.'th the remote camera switcher set in the VTR field position. 

•l. 3 Alarm Monitoring Chassis 

The alarm monitoring chassis IB activated by pushing the power switch. If alarm signals are 
noi present, piiohing the reset button will extinguish all the display lights, [f •• Jin-el/ latch mo::<' 
swi:ch is in ino eirect position, the appropriate displays will hgbt only duri'i, >t tune the niacin 
signal is present. In the latch mode, the alarm will set a latch which will kei the 1-ght on until 
tlie reset button is pushed. 

'•'•.-j Analog Signal Conditioner/Interface 

The analog signal conditioner i-t operated by turning the power switch on. When the red 
1.KD's over the handles are lighted, it indicates that the signal conditioner is in the "cal" position; 
they should not be Oil after power is turned on since the control relay drops ou- when power is off. 
If the sysiein should hang in (he calibrate position, "cal" may be reset by turning the power off an<l 
then hack on. With the signal conditioner on. any of the analog channels may he monitored from 
I1NC connectors on the front panel. In the signal conditioner, the output has a 5 volt offset and a 
gain of one, so a voltage of "0" volts provides a "5" volt output. Both the gain and offset a re 
adjustable to enable the ASCI to accommodate the unipolar analog-to-dignal converter operating 
range c ' 1 'o 10. -4 volts. 

3. 5 Environmental Data Display 

The Environmental Data equipment is located in the left hand rack beneath the Per tec tape 
machine. The start up procedures for the environmental data display a rc as follows. Turn on the 
power to the signal conditioning amplifiers in the lower part of the rack. The precipitation signal 
conditioner should be r e s t ! by pushing the reset button. A light will flash while the button is 
depressed. The "advance" switch on the precipi; ition signal conditioner can be used to check the 



operation of the precipitation accumulation channel {channel 6 on the Thumbwheel or the auxiliary 
display word selector) or to prese t a value into the accumulator at power on or after a power 
failure. The display will count 10 a maximum of 25S. and the readout on the signal conditioner will 
increment by one. After all checks, both switches must be returned to the "OP" position. 

AU selector knobs should be in the operate "OP" position an all of the signal conditioners. 
Next, turn the display panel power ?witch on; no digits will be displayed except for the permanently 
lit decimal point. Next turn on the IMP-1BL, microprocessor; the IMP-1SL should immediately go 
io the "run" position, and digits should now be displayed on the environmental display panel. The 
rainfaH rate indication will not be correct until four minutes after the system has been turned on; 
a: that time, the rainfall ra te will be updated for display. The display should be m the enabled 
position. In the disabled position, the displays go off and the disabled LED tights. The lamp test 
san be accomplished by pushing the lamp test button, in which case all digits displayed will be 
eights. Two switches located in the lower right hand corner labeled "Auxiliary Display Word 
Select" will select displays for auxiliary inputs that may be attached to the processing system. 
These displays bcieci iue rna te wind speeds and wind directions from other sectors than 'he main 
sector for the Rocky Flats installation. 

The Potential Gradient Sensor Control Is turned or. next; allow five minutes for warm up and 
then push the zero button. A potential gradient of ' 200 {20 en readout) volts should appe ir on the 
display panel. The Potential Gradient Sensor Control also has a buzzer switth which enables a 
buzzer to indicate when the potential gradient exceeds* that value selected b> the front panel control. 
This circuitry has no effect upon the data collection or the display. 

Occasionally, the potential gradient may latch up; this is evidenced by a display value of 939. 
To correct this condition, turn off the power to the Potential Gradient Sensor Control .'or a few 
secondG and then turn it back on. Cycling of the potential gradient power switch should unlatch the 
circuitry. In some cases, this rendition is self correcting. 



4 , 0 Nova 2 t&mputPr Operation and Software 

The Novo 2 computer in the system controller Tor AfDS and performs the functions of both 
operating a nR:n" program and furnishing diagnostic programs to analyze problems associated 
with components in the system. The following procedures must be followed in order to place the 
Nova 2 into opcr-ition for eit.ier a system "Run" or to diagnose problems with the s j *tem. Turn 
on the Xova 2 power switch and the AIDS Maes Memory interface. The Mass Memory Interface 
must he on aince the Uova data bus terminations a re located in the Mass Memory interface. Turn 
on the Per tee tape machines and the Datum magnetic u.pt controller. Thread the digital tapes onto 
the Pertcc t ipe machines per the instructions located inside the cover of the Per tec . 

4 , i Software Description 

The programs for the Novo 2 a re stored on magnetic tape. Once the tape has been loaded into 
the computer, the programs will remain in residence in the computer until such time as a new 
program is over-written, destroying the program in residence. The system digital tape contains 
f»«e programs: DIAG1, D1AC2, DIAC3, ALARM, and IALARM. If the Adaptive Intrusion Data 
System is to be placed i n s a data collection mode, either the ALARM or IALAAM programs must 
be loaded Into the computer. The programs arc basically the same and contain the same information 
except that IALARM has an abbreviated set of routines that does not contain a tape dump opt: i 
thai the ALARM program contains, 1 ALARM is to be used when the computer contains only 16 K 
of memory, and ALARM can only be used when there is 32 K of memory in the computer. 
Figaro 4 shows the flow diagrams for initializing ALARM or f ALARM functions. 

1 f the Nova 2 is to be used to diagnose Buhsystcm malfunctions, then DIAG1. DIAG2, or 
DtAC-'i must be loaded into the computer from magnetic tape. DiAGI and DiAC3 a re esseniiaily 
identical programs except that DiAG3 contains an additional set of test routines that car. be used 
only when the computer contains 32 K of memory. Figure 5 shows the flow diagram for these two 
routine- and indicates that DfAG3 contains a metro routine not present in DIAGI, OE;\Gi/'"lAG3 
diagnostics a re used 10 check out individual subsystem components. The DIAG2 program contains 
diagnostic routines that permit thu AIDS to be run in special mn formats for diagnostic purposes 
only. Since DIAG2 is used in run-Like mode conditions, man, of the routines and subroutines are 
Simitar to those in the alarm programs. Figure 6 shews the How diagram for DIAG2. 
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4. 2 Program Tape Loading 

Any of the five programs may be loaded into (h* co: ••wtcr by following the procedure o-.-.lined 
in this section. The program tape should be loaded onto machine 0. After threading the t;" 
machine, push the load button and the machine will activate to correctly position the tensio nrms 
an-1 the tape. Depress the load button a second time-, The tape should edvance to the "I.r •n 

position if it has not been threaded paBt the load point. The "Loud" light will come on w n the 
lapc reaches the l02*i pooition. If the tape continues to run, stop the machine and rev<- •- the tape 
because it has ho-n threaded past its load sense foil. A digital tape with a write ring installed 
must now be pieced on machine 1 and the mach.'ne placed ta the o n l i n e condition. 

Chnck the switches on the magnetic tape controller. The A switch should be in a "0* position, 
se^-ct::ig machine 0. The B switch should be in the ° 1 " position, selecting machine I. Machine 0 
i£ the left hand machine in the first rack, and machine 1 is directly above the Nova 2 computer. 
The parity switch should be placed in the "Odd" position. The mode switch should be moved to the 
"Remote" position. The density switch should be thrown to the "High" position, and the packing 
switch should be in the "664" position. Switches C and D should be moved to seleel position 3. 

Activate the tope machine 0 to on-line. At this t ime, the machine should display "L'.ad", 

"On-Line" and "High" density lights. 

4. 3 Program Load Sequence 

The software program can be loaded into the computer by performing the following steps. 
The computer should be in the "Stop" position; that is , the "Run" light should be off. if it is not, 
the computer can be stopped by moving the switch labeled •Reset-Stop" to the "Stop" position. 
Next, thi? data switches should be activated to insert the octal 100022. This code :s entered by 
throwing the switches labeled 0, LI, and 14 to the up position. Next, turn the teletype on and 
switch it to the on-line position. Check to insure that the paper is properly loaded into the S'.lent 
700 teletype. With the machine on, paper can be advanced. 

Depress the Nova "Reset-Stop' switch to the "Stop" nosition and then move the switch upward 
momentarily to the "Reset" position. Operate the program load switch by momentarily roofing it 
to the "Up" position. The digital tape machine 0 will move from itp load point, .-nd the load light 
will go out. The teletype will respond by printing "Program Tit le?" . At this time, the operator 
may enter on the teletype the title of the program; for example, it could be "ALARM" or "D1AG2" 
or any of the other programs on the program tape. After typing the program titlo, the operator 
should type a carriage return. Carriage return on all of the flow charts ifl indicated by a CR. At 
this time, digital tape machine 0 will move forward and load the program from the tape. After 
loading the program, the teletype responds by printing out RTOS, REV 4. 00 on one line, followed 
by the word READY on the next line, After the teletype has responded, the operator should type 
"X™ en the keyboard. The response of the computer will depend upon the program that had been 
entered. For example, if ALARM or IALARM had been loaded, the computer will respond by typing 
INIT OPTIONS. The computer program Is now setting at the f irs t option lev;l 1.1 the instruction set. 
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At any time and during any operations, the program can be returned to Its starting point by 
entering ^T6g on the data switches on the front panel of the Nova computer and going to "Stop", 
"HoBet", and "Start" with the front panel switches. This action will reinitialize any of the 
programs and return them to the top or the nowchart. There arc t imes when an operator will find 
that the computer 'ma s tar ted into a long r lutiae that he wishes lo terminate but there is no escape 
from that routine indicated on the flowcharts. In thiB caste, the operator has no other alternative 
but to terminate the program and begin again from the load point. ThiB is always accomplished by 
entering the program again via 370., and the control switches on the Nova front panel. At tunc-E 
when the system Is not operating properly, the Nova will not receive the correct signals from the 
hardware interface and will set and ignore all commands from the kcyooard, thereby r^iuir ing the 
operator to UBC the front panel res ta r t system. It should be noted that when a program is loaded 
from tape, a number of the selected variables a re always placed at their default v^iuc and certain 
other variables, such as channel programming, v ! l not exist in the newly loaded program. How
ever, after a format hos been loaded into memory and the variables entered by following one of 
tht- routines, it will not be necessary to reload those variables when tbi' 376- start ing address in 
used. 

In normal operation, a program loaded Into the computer can be recalled by entering 370 g 

and starting the program from the Nova front panel, if ther*' a re r.o changes in the format of the 
program, the operator may make a few simple selections vit» the keyboard and have the procram 
running again. After the program has been loaded into the computer, it is possible to removi- the 
program tape and replace it with a data tape to enable machine 0 to be used for the collection of 
metro o r analog data. The program is rewound and replaced by the digital tape, and in such cases 
one must ensure that the write ring is present on the back of the digital tape being loaded. The 
computer program checks to sec that the write rings are prcs it; if they a re not, it will terminate 
the sequence until the rings arc installed on the tapes that are intended for data collection. After 
the machine has been loaded with tape, tnc "Write" enable light will come on to emphasis the rac*. 
that the "Write Enable" ring is present. Program tapes should be protected by never !nstalling a 
"Write Enable" ring. 

Before beginning data collection, tape controller switches should be checked again to see 
that they a rc in the following- positions: A switch on "0", B switch on * l* and C and D switches on 
"$*, Parity is in the odd position. The mode switch is placed in "Remote". The high density is 
in the high position, and the packing switch is In 064 position. These are considered to t>e standard 
positions for the tape controller. Software in Ihe program of the Nova, will take Care of changing 
the operation of the controller when necessary. For example, program tapes have a 664 packing 
format, while data tapes u s e a 660 packing format. After all tapes have been loaded and switch 
positions verified, the pi-ogram can be started by placing the data switches on the Nova in the 376-
positions, thus going to Stop, Reset, and Start, T t e teletype wiJ! reaponi with HTOS REV 4.00 
READY. Next, type "X" on the keyboard, and the initialization options wilt be printed out for the 
program selected. 



5. 0 program Execution and Operation: ALARM Program Loading IFiipirc 4) 

The software for the AIDS program operation has been written to !>c rfi'lf-fc-uidmj; si that the 
operator is constantly prompted by the computer as lo what steps should be taken ni-xt. Ii is 
possible, however, for the operator lo be confused about which level of control strings he is 
generating. Tc make the ft -loning of the program clearer , a flowchart for the three basic 
programs has been generated and i6 shown in Figures A. 5, and (J. As previously indicated, the 
ALARM and IALARM programs are identical, with the exception or one additional program option 
Tor the ALARM program, 1ALARM does not contain the tape dump routine and cannot be loaded 
into the machine unless the Nova 2 has 32 K of memory. DLAGI/OIAG3 programs are essentially 
the same, with the exception that the DIAGl program does not contain the Metro option. The 
DIAG3 program can only be loaded in a computer with 32 K or core memory available. As shown 
in thf flowcharts, these programs can exist in a computer one at a lime only. Loading one program 
wipes out the previous program in the computer. The options that the operator has v.'hen runni.ig a 
program a m described below; the pertinent flowchart is used as a guide. 

After the ALARM program is loaded into the computer, type "X" on the keyboard. The 
computer responds with "fNIT OPTIONS" and prints out each of the available options: the operator 
selects the option he des i res . The control program ia now setting at an option level which allows 
the operator either to chcosc one of six branches or to type ESC/CR and return back to the program 
!oa- level (ESC is an abbreviation for Escape, and CR is an abbreviation for Carriage Return). 
Example 1 shows the option that the operator may now exercise at this program option level. Each 
of the available option choicea will now be discussed. Note; After loading the program from a 
magnetic tape or restart ing it from 376, the option I in the INIT Option Menu must he selected. 
One or both digital tape machines must be initialized before the computer can be run in the Metro 
or Analog mode which requires one or both tape machines to record data. 

5.1 MCP/ HEADER 

Typing M on the keyboard moves the program to another option level. The ,\i is not echoed 
back by the computer, so it doeB not print. The computer instead prints MCF/llEADER, MCP is 
an abbreviation used in the computer programming relating io thi Memory Controlled Data P ro 
cessor . HEADER refers to the header on the magnetic tape that will be printed whenever the 
program is placed into the run .node. In Figure 4, it shows that if a P followed by a carr iage 
return (CR) is typed, the header MCP table will be typed ao that the operator can see what is 
stored. This is not necessary if the progran. has been loaded from the tape since the values in the 
table will indicate only the default valueB. Typing Z/CR clears the table of any variables loaded 
in the analog-bilevel section. (Each tune xbc program is loaded from tape, it will be necessary to 
go through the MCP/HEADER program to reload the variables required for program operation. 1 
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Typing J/CTl moves the program to thfr ID section. The ID section alio**.-, th. us*-i 1© CMIT tr,f*,r-
ma'.inn concerning the test that is to be conduct* d. This information is transferred onto the 
headers of the digital tape- and remains o permanent reference on the digital tape. T'u- operator 
may enter up to 28 characters In this section. Typing 2/CR brings up the- sync section, wh\ch is 
not shown in the example. Generally, the sync In no! changed and isi allowed ;» run at u s d*-fa*jM 
word value-. The Bvne as chnosen has a low probability of occurring in any H> ' j uenc of diii* w-.r-i-
nr chaiin.-l codes. 

Typing 1/CTl will call up lh.- analog-bilcvel section. It ifl in this section 'fiat the chamu-K 
arc programmed in Ihe sequence with the threshold values desired, Chanw Is mu<, " i-nti red nil" 
the analog-blleval section in any random sequence desired. The only requirement is that r.i 
channel IK- repeated in the sequence. This is not a constraint on the processing bv th<- Momor. 
Controlled Data Processor , but it in a restraint imposed by the software pronr j r . us.-d in the tw... 
reduction facility. If (he table has been zeroed or cleared due to a previous h i d of the prr^r^n-. 
from tape, the operator may simply enter channels as shown in Kxample i. The "H" indicates a 
hiU.cl , "A" means add to the table, and " I" means the first group of bilevel words, which are 
channels I through 24. Next is shown the instruction for entering an analog channel. The first "A" 
means analog. The nieo.id "A" means add, the "4" means channel 4, and the -ft- m the number of 
data t*i!s for the ehann'.). The nexl two numbers indicate the upper and lower ihr: shoid voitaj>< f*»r 
the channel. Example 1 Shows 10. 24 for an upper threshold and 0 volts for tr.e lower. These 
voltages indicate that no data compression wilt take place. If a volta«c less than 10. 21 had been 
chosen, ail data above that chosen voltage would be deleted during the compartsonn made on the 
data channels and would not appear in the output data s tream. If the lower threshold weri higher 
than 0, all data samples below th'.> lower threshold would be eliminated. Deletion of data voltages 
only occurs in data frames and not in the master frame, ao it is always possible to find data 
samples ;o verify what the actual voltages were on a channel that is quiescent. The master fr; -m* 
sample gives some assurance that the analog-to-digital converter was operating correctly. 

The sample shown has been a simple addition to the table. If it had been added to a table 
already containing other format instructions, it would appear at the end or that table, [f it is added 
to a blank table, it would, of course, appear at the beginning. The program has the capability for 
performing three other editing functions on the analog/btlevel section. The table can have 
replacements added to it. deletions made from it, and insertions made into it. For example, if 
the operator typed "A/K/4/2 /C/ I0 /2" , he would have been replacing the fourth entry in the table 
with the second channel of analog data six bits, an upper threshold of 10 and a lower threshold oi 
2. By using replacement, any word or values within the word can be replaced in a table without 
having to retype the whole table. To execute a deletion from a table, the operator ty/ics "A/D/5" . 
This instruction simply deletes the analog channel from the fifth entry in the table. The value 
following the D is the entry number in the table to be deleted. The final editing capability permits 
insertion of instructions. For example, If the operator typed s A f 1/4/3/12/7/3°, he wiuid be 
inserting a value after the fourth entry in the table. This entry would be an analog channel with a 
12 hit data word and upper and lower threshold voltages of 7 and 3 volts, respectively. 



After the operator has completed the conn-ruction of hiB format, in tin- analofi-bilevi-1 section, 
in- may return to the previous option level as shown in Figure 4 by typing MSC'L'H. 

The next programming an operator can do is related to selecting 'he word rale for the 
Memory Controlled Data Processor . Type 4/CR and the program will type the word rate selections. 
which vary from 250 kilo word a to 7.812ft kiiowords per second. The choice of thi- word rate is 
df-iermined by the operator based upon tht sample rale that is required for the highest channels in 
the format. Once a code is typed for the selected word rate, the program will return to the ojtion 

Typing 5/CR allows the operator to select the number of metro words that will be in his 
format. It does not change the number of metro words that will be output by either of the Memory 
lun'.roUed Uata Processors =t either Rocky Flats or 5ADL. The actual selection of the nun.lM-r of 
::.ctro worrjs is done by a firmware program inside the Memory Controlled Data Processor o- ' the 
f.nvironrm-ntal Data Processor . The selection here must be made so • > ai the data reduction 
progr;ini will know how many metro words are present in the data. The default value for the 
number of metro words is 11 and is correct for tapes done at the Hoc'' j Flats facility. Programming 
for the SADL facility should be set to 7. Upon typing the number of metro words, followed by CTl, 
the program will go back to the option level. 

The numiKfr ol data frames to be programmed is selected by typing 6/CR. The computer 
program will ask for the number of data frames, and the operator may select a number between 1 
and 4095. After typing CR, the program returns to the option level. 

Although It is not necessary, it is good policy after loading the program to check that all 
variables have been entered correctly. This can be done by typing P/CR, As showi in Example 2, 
the ID section header information and all the variables entered will be printed for inspection. Note 
that the sync section prims a number indicating the number of sync wordB entered in the program 
followed hy the pat to i n of those wordB indicated by the decimal equivalent of the 6 bit binary word 
used for a sync value. 

The table at the bottom indicates the sequence of the channels that will occur in the data 
frame The channel number, the number of bits requested Tor each analog channel, and the upper 
and lower threshold values rounded to \hr nearest binary value that the computer can output a r t 
displayed. 

After completing the printout, the program returns to the option level. The operator has 
completed all the possible choi<-eB required in the MCP/HEADER section. To return to the INIT 
OPTIONS level, type ESC/CR. 

The operator can choose any of the other options at this program level. The option of 

primary concern is run, which will now be discuBBed in detail. 
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Figure 4 shows that the run menu may be called up from the INIT OtTlONS level by typing R 
on the teletype, Example 3 shows the printout offered under the run menu. The operator can go 
to *G" to s tar t the system or uae an ESC/CB to re turn to the INIT OPTIONS level. At the run 
menu level, the following can also be programmed: camera field of view, background rate for 
metro, calibrate interval, and lockout interval. Example 3 shows the values that the system will 
default to for calibrate, background, and lockout U ;viw valuta a r e not inserted at thiB program 
level. The camera field of view can be programmed by typing 1/CR, Under thia programming 
level, the cameras covering a particular field of view a re associated with a larms in this field of 
view. By proper association, an alarm will cause the computer to Bwitr.i and record on video 
tape the output of the cameras covering the field of view where the sensor that generated the alarm 
is located. Under the field of view, the operator can Insert, print, or clear a!l the associated 
cameras and channel numbers . Example 3 shows how a sample programming would take place, 
After programming and checking to see that the programming la proper by having it printed out, 
the operator can re turn to the run menu level by typing: ESC/CH. 

To program background rate , the operator types 2/CR and enters the rate; the program will 
return to the run menu option level. To insert calibrate, t imes, and Interval, the operator types 
3/ CR and enters the values; the program will re turn to the option level. 

To Belect the lockout interval, the operator types 4/CR and enters the values; the program 
will re turn to the run menu level. A lockout interval programs three things: the a larm count, the 
interval numbtr , and the lockout interval. For example, the system can be programmed to count 
any number of a larms in t ime intervals from '• to 58 minutes, and if this number occurs for any of 
the biievel channels, the program will lockout that channel and will not respond to that channel for 
the length of t ime t'.at is programmed for the lockout Interval. 

Any ~f the selected values for background ra te , calibrate, or lockout intervals can be r t -
programmed by simply entering new values after selecting the menu item. 

After the operator is satisfied that all run menu i tems are properly programmed, he may 
continue to the run options level. Type G and the computer will ask for the option. Three options 
are available, The Bilevel/TV option will print the t ime of a larms and record the camera signals 
on video tape. The Bile vela/TV/Metro option will a lso record the bilevels and will record the 
camera signals on video tape. In addition, the met ro data will be collected and transferred to 
digital tape. The i.ietro values will alao be printed on the teletype at the intervals requested by 
the background ra te . The third option Is Bilevel/TV/Analog. It will record the bilevels on the 
teletype printout and *t the same time record video on the video tape machine. Analog data per 
the program inserted under the M option will be processed and recorded on digital tape. The 
system will also make periodic printings of the weather data interspersed throughout the a larme. 
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5.2, l Option 1 - - When the Bilcvel/TV option is chosen, the computer immediately proceeds 
to s tar t collecting a larm information, printing out the time af occurrence and the a larms refcrenci-l 
to the alarm number. Kxample 4 shows the result of a printout under option 1. Typing X on ihe 
keyboard will stop the program execution and return the program up to the (NIT OPTIONS level. 
The operator must check the video tape recorder to verify that It is ready for recording. 

5. 2.2 Option 2 - - The BUevel/ TV /Metro option is chosen by typing 2. Since metro data will 
be collected on digital tape under this option, the operator must answer the following questions, :ind 
make the necessary selections arid preparations for digital tape data collection. Kxample 5 shows 
a sample of Buch an implementation of option 2. The number of tape drives is selected along with 
which unit will be [he starting unit, Next, the recording load point must be selected. II" the 
computer program receives a Y or yea for an answer t>om the operator, it will immediately begin 
recording after the toad point at the beginning of the tape. If the operator enters no, then the 
computer will check through the tape until it finds the double end of file mark and will begin 
recording at that point. This allows the operator to collect continuous strings of data onto one 
digital tape. If he s ta r t s a new tape, he will answer Y or yes to the computer program. If hi- has 
run a number of tests before, and is keeping them in sequence, he will answer no ao that the 
computer will s tar t recording at the end of the data that he has on the tape. If the operator fails to 
properly terminate the program sequence of the digital tape, it will be difficult to recover the c!;itn 
from the tape because no double end or file mark will exist. When all steps have been taken, the 
computer will begin the program execution by typing the time that a larms occur, which a larms 
occur, and the weather data at the selected background Interval, The metro data will be collected 
on the digital tape and may be recovered at a later time by utilizing the metro dump routine 
available from the INIT OPTIONS level. The program will continue to operate, collecting metro 
data until the Operator Stops the program execution with an B X U on the keyboard. A second "X" 
is required to return the program to the INIT OPTIONS level. The operator must check the video 
tape recorder to verify that It Is ready for recording, 

5. 2. 3 Option 3 - - The Bllcvel/TV/Analog option requires setup similar to option 2 as far as 
the digital tape units are concerned. The operator must properly mount the data tapes and tell the 
computer the number of tape drives, the s tar t unit, and whether the tape should s tar t at the load 
point or at the end of some already existing file on the tape. After the program information is 
loaded and the load point selected, the computer program will move the tape to the proper start ing 
position and begin a calibrate sequence. A 21 step calibrate will be run on all the data channels and 
collected in the records at the beginning of the file. Bilevel alarms and metro data will be collected 
and typed onto the teletype printout. As indicated in the flowchart (Figure 4), if data switch number 
3 la set in the up position the format instructions going to the Memory Controlled Datt P rocessor 
will be printed for inspection. If the switch is in the down position, the program will bypass the 
printing of the Memory Controlled Data Processing instructions and go directly into its calibrate 
routine. The operator can terminate the program by typing "X n on the keyboard. A second "X" on 
the keyboard re turns the program to the INIT OPTIONS level for any further instructions the 
operator may want to initiate (see Example 6). 

T 
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5. 3 Pr int Ac cum Alarms Opt lone 

Once Q number of a larms have been collected by the system in any of the options, the operator 
may request to see the total number of a larms that occurred in the "Run1- interval. With the 
computer at the INIT OPTIONS level, the operator may type " P " on the keyboard. Example 7 
shows a printout and the respective accumulated a la rms for each of the active channels in the 
format. The program always prints out all 46 channels regardless of the format. The regis ters 
containing the accumulative total number of a larms will retain the information until the operator 
again goes through the "G" option In the run menu. At that time, the accumulated counts will be 
cleared and the program rese t to receive a new accumulation of a la rms under the next selected run 
options. 

5.4 Metro 

The metro option provides the capability of reading back a digital tape with only met ro data 
stored on it. To execute this program, the previously recorded digital tape is loaded onto machine 
1 and the machine placed on line, E Is typed on the teletype, and the program is prepared to select 
the metro data for printout. The operator must, as shown in tlje example In Figure 4. type in the 
cor rec t file number. He can at ei ther this or other option points in the program type ESC/CR 
fo'lowed by an "X"'to return the program to the INIT OPTIONS level. After selecting the record 
number, the program will begin the typing of the metro data. If all the data within a given record 
are typed, the program will terminate the typing and be ready to return to the IKIT OPTIONS 
level following the typing of an "X" on the keyboard. If the operator does not wish to view alt the 
me t re data, the bit 1 on the data field of the Nova 2 can be switched up and the computer will 
momentarily look at the position of bit 1. and upon finding it In the I position, will terminate the 
typing. As shown by the flowchart, the operator may then select a new record number or may use 
ESC/CR followed by "X" to return to INIT OPTIONS level. Example 8 shows a sample of a print
out utilizing the metro option. 
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5. 5 Tape Dump 

The tape dump option is used to print out the digital information on a data tape or other test 
tape ami io fir*d out by reading the printout if recording is taking place properly. II is not poaaibli-
to do pny field data reduction of an analog tape. bu< through the tape dump routine the operator can 
gain Borne assurance that the data are being properly recorded onto the magnetic tape. The tape 
*imp routine also has a subroutine for cheeking for e r r o r s on the digital lap? that has had a 
special encoded digital sequence recorded on it. The operator types "T* on the keyboard when the 
program is at 'he IN1T OPTIONS level and s ta r t s the tape dump sequence. The tapes must be 
properly loaded onto machine 1 and be at the load point of the program in order to operate. The 
operator enters the s tar t file number of the digital tape that is to be read. If bit 3 is down, the 
program will proceed to ask for the ncxl record number and enter o normal tape dump routine. 
In this normal routine flow, as indicated in Figure 4, the tape will completely print that record 
unless it is terminated. If the record printing Is completed, typing "X" on the keyboard will 
return the program to the Dt'IT OPTIONS level. If the operator chooses to terminate the printing 
u'ithou: going back to the IKIT OPTIONS level, he may do so by moving bit 1 up. The program 
will check for the position of bit 1 and ultimately terminate the printing so that the operator may 
select a new record number to print out. ir the tape being read Is one that has been general*^ 
under the e r r o r detect format in the DIAG2 program, bit 2 is switched up and an e r r o r check 
routine is instigated. The program will print out the e r r o r s found by the computer in the recording 
on the digital tape. The operator, ae indicated by the flowchart, has the came options of t e rmi 
nating the program on e r r o r checking as he did on terminating the printout of data from a data tape. 

Example 9 shows a sample printout of the tape dump options available to diagnose the 
program difficulties, The printout is in octal valuce of the binary bits loaded upon the digital tape. 
AH the information is stored on seven t racks; Bix contain digital data, and the seventh Is parity 
and is not printed out, Since each of the octal values corresponds to a data word that had been 
output by the Memory Controlled Data Processor , It is possible to read the tape dump and de
termine that the format Is being properly constructed by the Processor . A good point to begin is 
always with the location of the sync words which appear as 76, 57, 14, 40. 

41 
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G. 0 Program Execution and Operation: D1AG1/DIAG3 Program 

The D1AGWDIAG3 program must be loaded from tope if any other program ta resident in the 
computer. If the program has been previously loaded, it can be reactivated by entering 37G an 
xhr Nona par;el and doing atop, reset, and star t functions with the appropriate switches on the from 
panel. After the computer indicates that the program haa been loaded, the operator can type "X" 
on the keyboard and move the program to the diagnostic menu level. Figure 5 shows the flowchart 
for the JMAG1/DIAG3 program. As Indicated by the flowchart, the program can then be returned 
to the load point by exercising BSC/CR on the keyboard. After typing "X" on the keyboard, the 
program will respond with the diagnostic menu which indicates the various ter , that may b»* per
formed to determine whether a subsystem in operating correctly. The six tes ts in G1AC1 a re Time 
Code Translator, BUevcl, Television, Calibrate, Memory Controlled Proceawor, and Mass 
Memory fo rmat te r . Example 30 shows a printout of the diagnostic menu ond n TCT teat, 

G. I Time Code Translator Test 

The Time Code Transla tor cheek is run lo assure that the Nova 2 program is receiving linn-
properly from the lime code generator. The test in started by typing l/CR on the keyhoard. The 
tomputer program will respond with a printout of the time whim the program began. It will then 
move to drop in sync with its teat procedure. The next time will be printed out slightly later than 
the first t ime. Following the second time printout, the program will make a time printout every 
30 aeeonde Tor a total of 10 t ime printouts following the l irat time printed by the program. The 
operator ftnould ab&ervr that these time intervals will come 30 seconds apart . When the test is 
over, the program will automatically return to the diagnostic menu level. Example 10 shows a 
sample printout from the TCT test . 

6, 2 Bllevel Tes t 

The bilevel test allows the operator to verify that bilevel channels can be rend by '.he 
computer. The bilevel routine is activated by typing 2/CR on the teletype. The operator may 
then type R/CR to read any act've btlevela. If none arc present, none will be pr.nted. Any present 
will be printed, and the routine will return to the bilevel test menu. Typing "I" will clear any 
regis ters of bilevel data and they will wait for an interrupt. Whenever an a larm is triggered, it 
will trigger the interrupt feature or the interface and the computer will print the bilevel channel 
that triggered the alarm. This interrupt feature is not used in the existing software but allows the 
check to be done at this time to verify the incoming bilevel channel signal. By typing C/CR, the 
operator can clear any bilevel channels. To return to the diagnostic menu level, type ESC/CR. 
An example of a bilevel test ia shown in Example 11. 
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B. 3 Camera Test 

The camera test routine allows the operator to verify that the computer has control of *ho 
video switcher and video tape recorders , By typing 3/CR at the diagnostic menu level, the 
camera test program will be activated. Example 12 shows a printout of the camera test . The 
printout capability is not as important as observing the equipment during the test. By using the 
field of view command, riin tape command, and stop tape command, the operator con individually 
control the functions of the tape machine, video switcher, and character Inserter. While running 
these tes ts , observe thr? following things: first, that the character specifying the field of view 
changes in the video being displayed on the monitors, and second, that the cameras switch to cow-r 
the proper iilarms when triggered by the appropriate bilevel channel. During the test, the operator 
should also verify that the tape machines can be turned on and off by entering the appropriate 
commands from the keyboard. With the computer program operating in this routine, it is possible 
to determine that the proper signals a re being sent and received from the video subsystem. 
1'xainple 12 shows .a printout of the camera test and indicates the status replies to various 
commands sent to the video subsystem. 

P. 4 Calibrate Test 

The calibrate test is used to check the capability of the system to send proper calibration 
signalK to both the Environmental Data Processor and the analog-to-signal conditioning internum. 
Thr operator can type -i/CR at the diagnostic menu level to bring the calibrate test routine into 
operation. The S/CR command will switch the input channels to the digital-to-analog output from 
the computer. The R command will switch the inputs back to the data or run input position. As 
indicated in the flowchart in Figure 5, the cal switch should always be set to the "cal* position 
before attempting to enter cal values. After entering each command or S, R, or C, the program 
will return to the calibrate test menu level; thus, the operator can enter a number of cal values 
and check to see that the inputs to the various data channels are changing values. The cal outputs 
vary from -10.24 to +10.24 volts. The operator enters the appropriate voltage, and the computer 
will respond with a binary value that It has sent to the digital-to-analog converter. At the end of 
a test, the input to the channels should always be returned to theLr data position by typing H/CR. 
Type ESC/CR to return to the diagnostic menu level. Example 13 shows a sample printout of a 
calibrate test . 

6. 5 Memory Controlled Processor Menu 

To obtain program control at the Memory Controlled Processor level, the operator t jpes 
5/CH on the teletype. The computer will reply by printing out the various suboption;; available to 
the operator, This test program is used to diagnose problems and to verify the operation oi the 
Memory Controlled Data Processor and its associated Dataram memory. 
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fi. 5.1 Output Command and Read Sta*"B - - The Memory Controlled Data Procoescr has 
certain functions tJ-* t are directly controlled by the Nova program. These functior.o ar? lisied in 
the command menu and ar? Halt, Hun, Cal Start, and Cal Stop. The operator m£.y enter any of the 
commands 0 through 3 and see that the correct status reply 1B received, which indicates that the 
circuitry has received ihe command and returned that part icular status to the Nova. The operator 
can also observe the lights on the front panel of the Memory Controlled Data Processor and note 
that they a re roll owing the commands Issued from the t-jletype keyboard. A" shown in Figure 5. 
the operator must rype 1/CR to get to liie command menu level. At that level, he may typo agum 
any number, 0 through 3, followed by the CR to achieve the control ?:nction. At the end of thai 
operation, the program automatically returns to the Memory Controlled p rocessor leve:. 

G. 5. 2 Memory Teat - - The memory test is a check of other command functions and the 
memory's capability to be written and read by the Novo, The memory test is begun by typing 2'CH 
on the teletype. The program requests the octal memory value, the s tar t address, and the end 
address plus I, Those values are entered via the keyboard, and the program to test the memory 
is immediately executed between the addresses indicated. The program will write the value into 
memory and then read the value out and check to vertfy that the two a re identical. The number 
entered to test the memory must be Bomethmg leBB than the octal number 177777, This requi re
ment exists because the m e n o r y is 16 bits wide by 4096 addresses , [f the test falls at any given 
address, that addreGS will be printed out unde: the column "Address E r r o r s " . If no address 
e r r o r s appear, the program will type "Memory Test Done" and return to the menu level. 

G, 5. 3 Memory Dump - - The memory dump enables the operator to reed a value in any 
address of the memory. The memory dump routine Is entered by typing 3/CR on the keyboard. 
The program requests that the operator enter the begin and end addresses that he wishes to have 
read from the memory. The teletype will output the values and then return the program to the 
menu level. 

Both the memory test and the memory dump items on the MCP menu can enter long printout 
loops which may need to be terminated by the operator before their completion. These loops can 
only be terminated by using the stop switch on the computer panel. The program may then be 
reloaded from the 376 address from the front panel. Example 14 shows the options and sample 
printouts for exercising the Memory Controlled Processor menu, 

6. 6 Mass Memory Menu 

The Mass Memory menu is set up to interrogate the 2, 3 megabit memory associated with the 
output from the Memory Controlled Data Processor . The program routine is entered by typing 
6/CR on the keyboard. The computer program responds with a list of the Mass Memory menu 
options. Through the software routines located under the Mass Memory menu, the operator can 
check the functions of the Mass Memory and the Mass Memory Interface. 
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6. 6.1 Write/Read Memory — This routine h i s the capability of writing known patterns into 
the Mass Memory and verifying that that pattern has been written. Typing I/CR on the keyboard 
will cause the program to respond and ask for the octal memory value to load along with the star* 
address and the end addreai". The Mass Memory has 65, 536 addresses that each contains 36 bits 
or data. The computer will load the designated value and check to sec that it has been prfiperly 
written into the memory by performing a read cycle. If there are any address e r r o r s , they will 
be printed out. IVhc.-i the test is completed, the routine will type "Memory Teat Done". See 
Example 15 for il lustrations. Because the Nova has to reformat and repack data for loading Into 
the MasB Memory locations, there are some restr ict ions upon the values that can be entered. To 
write an all zeros pattern, 0 is simply entered. To write an all ones, 37477 must he entered. In 
the pattern shown of five octal digits, there a re some restr ict ions which must be observed. For 
example, only 0, 1, 2, o. 3 can be the first digit. The second digit can be any octal number to 1. 
The third can be only a 0 or a 4. The remaining two digits can be any octal digit, 0 through 7. 
The reason for these restr ict ions can be best be explained by the table below: 

Ifi Bit Nova Word in Octal 
X XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 

Only 12 Bits arc used (2 6-Byte Words) for tape t ransfers 
o oxx xxx >:oo xxx xxx 

2 6-Byte WordB (XXX XXXI (XXX XXX) 

G. G.2 Read SLotus Registers - - This option allows the operator to read the status reg-.sters 
in the Mass Memory Interface. The routine Is entered by typing 2/CR. The teletype will printout 
STAT CA CA-N Nova ADDH. STAT stands for the statu a word and is represented by status bitu 
which ai-i. read as a five digit octal number in the printout under STAT. The bits and their meaning 
a rc as follows; bit 15, e r r o r ; bit 14, transfer complete; bit 13, unpacking buffer; bit 12, unpacking 
constant; bit 11, block transfer complete; bit 10, always low; bit 9, under flow; bit 8, over flow: 
bit 7, memory busy; bit 6, memory write; bit 5, memory read; bit 4, low. CA stands for current 
address and is a five digit octal number Indicating the current status of the address counter. 
CA-N represents the current address minus an N value and is also a five digit octal indication of 
that regis ter . The Nova address reg is te r Is a five digit representation of the Nova address 
regis ter (see Example 15), 

6. G. 3 Write Registers — The write regis ter option permits the operator to write any 
combination of bits into the status regis ter and the Nova address regis ters in the computer. This 
option is entered by typing 3/CR. Upon completion of the write regis ter function, the program 
returns to the Mass Memory menu level. The operator may check to verify that the proper values 
have-been inserted into the reg i s te r s by doing a read status of the reg i s te r s (see Example 16:. 

6. 6.4 DMA Realtime - - The DMA realtime option is exercised by typing 4/CR. The com
puter will printout "Word Count Equate". The operator may now i^ ter a word count for the com
puter to dump. After typing CR, the computer will print Memory Controlled.Data Processor 
outputs for the selected number of words {see Example 15), 
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cific-ticsTic new :TEK * 

nn-z MEMPV rEw 
! - UP'TE'PEPP I-EKDPY 
£ - PEfiP STfiTIJS'PEGlTTEPC 
:- - I'PITE PEGT^TEPS 
1 - W.C. PEfiD ?EPL TIKE 
5 - PESET 
£ - DUMP MEKCPY 

EIC'CP - DCtfE 

INPUT - EEGTM fiDEP'EM' fiBSP 

0 7£ 73 7.1 75 ?i n 

Example E-15 (Continued) 
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f>. 6. 3 Hesc! - - The r t s e t option 16 used to c lear the M u s Memory. Typing 5/CK at th.-
Mass Memory menu level causes the Nova software program to reset the memory ami to write 0 ' B 

m all bit positions (sec Example 15). 

C. 0. t> Dump Memory - - The dump memory option is utilized by typing G 'CH. The commiur 
will ask for the begin address and the end address . Type the two 5-dtgit octal number addresses 
separated by a olash and the computer will printout the da*a in the memory, in a column format. 
for tin- total number of addresses indicated. To interrogate only one addresB, use the same 
acdrces in both the beginning and end address locations. This will result In only the data for that 
address being typed out. 

I f the operator wishes to terminate thp printout of a read/write cycle on the memory or the 
i iomory dump, he may do BO by operating the "atop" switch on the rront panel or tin- computer. 
This will terminate the program operation. To reinl*(ji* it, the operator niiist enter 3 ^ 6 f l on the 
front panel data switcben, and puBh first the rese t switch anil 'hen ihe program start awitch. 
Samples of printouts fnr Mass Memory menu are a!,own in Example 15. 

<">. 7 UIAC3 OPTfON 

The illustrations covered thus far apply to the DIA-ji urogram. If the DIAC3 program is 
loaded, then one additional option is available to the user . The additional option is the metro tape 
dump. A printout of the DLAG3 metro option tB shown m Exai/iple 1G. To rail up the metro dump, 
type 7/CR on the teletype. Tht operator mcy now enter file numbers and record numbers to print 
out data from a metro tape. For a complete description of the metro option, see paragraph 5. 1.4. 
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7.0 Program Execution and Operation: D1AG2 Dia^nos-ic program 

The R1AG2 program can be loadt-d from tape or. if previously put i.Ho the computer, can be 
r emaned from 37C f i. Type "X" on the keyboard to bring up the diagnostic -nenu for DIAG2. The 
diagnostic menu consista or "Run. V.CP/MMF without lope ' , an option whic.i permits tin- user ID 
pass data through the system without recording it on tape, and •Jiun MCP/MMJ-" with tape", an 
option that will cause Uie digital tape to record the data. The third option is a tape dump which 
allows the operator to play back anv recorded data from option 2. Sec- Kxample 17 for a printout 
on the options available for DIAG2. Figure 6 Is a flowchart that breaks down the various options 
and the operator control for those options. 

7. I Run MCP/MMF Without Tape 

The run without tape option routine Is called up by typing 1/CR on the keyboard. When Hit-
program is at the run MCP/MMF without tape menu level, the iperalor may select one of three-
control options. All three of these options lead to a s imilar bet of branch Instructions at a lower 
level that relate to the dumping of data on the teletype. 

7. 1. I Data Run with External Signals - - The firot option allows the operator lo go directly 
through to the dump or no dump levels and to load the appropriate parameters into the- program. 
ChooBing this option will set up a data run and allow the input amplifiers to remain connected to 
external data — r " e s This option is exercised by typing 1/CR on the keyboard. 

7. I. 2 Data Run with Col Signals - - By exercislr.R this option, the operator can choose to 
input through the calibrate system a fixed voltage onto all of the channels. Type 2/CR on the 
keyboard, and the computer program will came back and ask for a cal value (-10. 24 to +10. 24) to 
be input into the system. After the value haB been selected by the uperator, the program will 
proceed to the dump selection level. The data run achieved in this manner requires a data 
format as in a real data collection. Using the system in this manner allows the operator to use 
the computer aa a signal source for all the channels and to Input a known value for each of the 
channels called up in the format. 

7 . 1 . 3 Cat Run with Cat Signals - - This option is s imilar to the second option except that in 
addition to putting eal values or. all channels, die Memory Controlled Data Processor is run in a 
calibrate mode which causes it to output only master frames in the data s t ream. This option is 
activated by typing 3/CR and entering the calibrate values. The option also proceeds to the same 
dump option as the previous two selections. 

7. 1.4 Dump Options — The dump option level further branches into three additional choices 
for the operator. He may choose "no dump", in which case the Memory Controlled Processor . 
the MaBS Memory Interface, and all associated hardware are se t into a "Run" mode which will 
permit diagnostic work and troubleshooting on the system hardware. The other dump options will 
print the data being output by the MCP. 
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" . 1 . 5 No Dump - - The no dump option is entered by typing 1/(_R o.i th<- kt-yboi-rd. At lis is 
paint, the operator muy proceed to load any dosircd format (or the Vemary Controlled Ua:;i 
P rocessor ' s operation. Set the "Alarm" format instructions in paragraph 5. 1. Once the appropri
ate format has b-cr. loaded into the program (This is required only once in the diagnostic menu 
routines), the operator may type F.SC/CR to activate the "run" option in this u*st situation. The 
computer wilt printout the coded Instructions and addresses that arc placed n< the memory of the 
Memory Controlled Data Processor and will place the Processor in the run option. It will remain 
in the run option until any character in the teletype is typed. The program will then halt the 
Processor and slay at that level unttt the operator types ESC/CR to return to the "Run MCP/MMF-' 
without Tape" menu option level (flee Example 181. 

7. 1. 5 Dump MCP Output - - The dump MCP output may be entered by typing 2/CR. The 
program responds by asking for entnea to the MCP header menu. This option may be loaded per 
•he instructions contained under the "Alarm" program (paragraph 5.1). After the Processor nan 
been programmed, typing ESC/CR will activate a "run" mode for the system. The program will 
print the format instruction codes, addresses, and exit to collect data. It will pi-int MCP data on 
the teletype, and return to the "Run MCP/MMF without Tape"-menu option level (nee Example III). 

7. 1. 7 Dump Both MCP and MMF - - The third option allows the operator- to select a data 
dump on the ;e1etype of information from both the MCP and MMF. The option is activated by typine, 
3/CR on the keyboard and, if required, entering the MCP header information per instructions con
tained in the ALARM routine (paragraph 5. I). Once the format information has been entered into 
the program, the operator may type ESC/CR and the computer program will print the format 
instructions, address, and data printouts representing both the MCP and the MMF. At the com
pletion of the print out, the program will exit and return to the "Run MCP/MMF without Tape" 
menu option level (see Example 20). 

7. 2 Run MCP/MMF with Tape 

The second option on the diagnostic menu in DIAG2 is entered by typing 2/CR from the 
dngnostic menu option level. The program will print a "Run MCP/MMF with Tape" menu, 
offering the operator three options from which to select. The first option, a "Data Run with 
External Signals", is used to collect data on tape <uid to verify the operation of the syatom with the 
digital tape recorders . The Becond option, the "Data Run with Cal Signals", is used to vei i'y the 
same type of operation except that the values inserted into the data stream a: e controlled by 
selecting a calibrate value for the analog channels. The third option for this part of the program 
is the generation of an e r r o r detection format. The e r r o r detection format loadB a special walking 
bit pattern in the Memory Controlled Data Processor which counts from 0 to 76. This pattern can 
be sent through the regular process of data storage, retrieval, written on tape, and recovered 
from tape to test the complete operation of the system and check for jad addresses in the Mass 
Memory that contain Incorrect data. Since the pattern is sequential, any dropouts or wrong 
addressing Is also detected by the program. 
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7. ~. I Data Run with Extern*^ Signals - - The data run with external signals is entered by 
typ'ng l/CR on the keyboard. Example 21 shows % typical printout. The operator will next seli-ei 
the recording point for the digital data, which may be either load point or may he a< the end of on 
already existing file on the tape, if the format has not been loaded into the program, the operator 
may accomplish that by entering the "Select MCP Header" menu and changing the values to 
accommodate the format dejired. At the end of proper foirnat programming, the operator will 
type ESC/CR and the system will load the program and begin the tape sequence. During the tape 
sequence, (he operator may terminate th^ program by typing *X" followed by ESC/CR to return 
to the diagnostic menu ievel. If the sequence is allowed to go to completion, only ESC/CR is 
required to return the program to the diagnostic menu level, 

7. 2. 2 Data Run with Cal Signals - - This option In selected by typing 2/CR. The computer 
will ask for h. cal value (-10, 24 to *10.24) which is entered by the operator. Following the cal 
value, the program will aal? for the load point on the taps. If programming has not been done for 
the formal, the MCP header menu must be en tere j and programmed for the correct format. Sec 
the instructions under the Alarm Programming (paragraph 5. t>. When the necessary format 
information is loaded, the operator will type ESC/CR and the program will begin by loading the 
yiCP format instructions and then will exit to complete the program sequence with the digital tspe. 
The sequence can be terminated at any time by punching X on the keyboard followed by ESC/CR to 
return the program to the diagnostic menu level. If the sequence goes to completion, the operator 
need only type E5C/CH to return to the diagnostic menu level (see Example 22). 

7. 2, 3 Hrra r Detection Format « The e r r o r detection format is selected when the operator 
desireB to check for problems In the memory, data transfer, or digital recording. The e r ro r 
detection format is entered by typing 3/CR on the keyboard. If the operator desi res to inhibit the 
format printout, bit 3 will be eet high. The computer will execute a program to load the Memory 
Controlled Data Processor with a special walking bit pattern and place the Bystem in a "Run" 
mode. The data will be recorded on tape for approximately four seconds. The system will stop, 
and the operator must type X on the keyboard to terminate the tape and print the record of e r r o r s 
associated with the system test. Typing another X on the keyboard will re turn the program to the 
diagnostic menu level (see Example 23). 

7, 3 Tape Dump 

The tape dump option is entered by typing 3/CR on the keyboard. The operator may now 
enter the file number for the data tape placed on machine 1 for playback, if the data tape it a 
normal data tape, or a tape made from the diagnostic munus "Run MCP/MMF with Tape" optione, 
the operator will place bit 2 of the data field on the Nova front panel in the down position. Bow-
ever, if the tape Is an " e r r o r test" tape coming from the e r r o r detect format portion of the- teBt 
routine, the operutor will place bit 2 in the up position, 
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With bit 2 in the down position, the operator will enter the record number, and the program 
will exit io dump the tape. To terminate the printout, the bi t 1 switch is moved up. The computer 
will ultimately read the position of bit 1 and terminate the printout, When tha printout is te rmi
nated, a new record number may be entered to order the system to print additional records as 
required by the operator (see Example 24). 

With bit 2 in the up position, the tape must be an e r r o r detection format teat tape. The 
operator selects the required record number, and the program exits to check for byte e r r o r s . 
Example 25 shows a printout from an e r r o r test tape. The printout will occur only when Ihere is 
an e r r o r that has occurred some place in the data s t ream, If there a re no e r r o r s in the record 
under teBt, the program will exit by printing 2000, and automatically read the next record. 

Either of the two tape dump routines can be returned to select a new file number by typing 
ESC.'CR to return to the diagnostic menu level. Typing 3/CR will allow the operator to enter a 
new file number lor checking data In additional files. 



tlfiENDSTIC KEMU !TEK ? 

FILE NUMBER " 
•TYPE -to. 1R BIT ! Sti.UP. TC EXIT> 
•PIT 2 SU. UP FCP. EVTE ERRCR CKS> 

RECORD NUMBER -

! £5 6* 67 70 71 72 72 74 75 
12 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 11 12 
25 16 !7 £0 21 22 22 24 25 26 
27 32 33 34 35 26 27 40 41 42 
49 46 47 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 
e: 42 €.3 64 £5 66 67 70 71 72 
7? 76 e : £ 3 4 K 6 7 
25 12 14 If 20 l'. 22 22 
«• 27 30 31 32 5 3 24 35 36 27 
10? 43 44 «t5 46 47 50 51 52 53 
12! 57 40 £* 62 62 64 65 66 67 
• • ? ; ' 73 74 75 76 0 1 t 3 4 
145 10 ; i 12 13 14 15 16 17 20 
:57 24 25 26 27 30 31 32 23 ?4 
16? 10 4! 42 13 44 45 46 47 50 
ISI 5-1 55 56 57 60 £! 62 62 64 
:?3 70 7! 72 73 74 75 76 0 1 
£0! 5 6 7 !0 11 12 13 14 15 
217 2! 22 23 24 25 £6 27 30 2! 
22? 35 36 37 4 0 41 42 43 44 45 

ESC--CP OR HEXT REC HUMEER 

Example E-24 



EMIT 

r !P?NDIT:C MENU 
1-PUN MCP'MKF UITHCUT 7PPE 
5-PI.T; KCP 'WF WITH TRPE 
?~ TfiPE r'.'lIP 

EJC'CP - DENE 

I'If i '7MCiT!C KEHU ITEM ? 

FILE NUKEER " 
•T'/PE ' K > . CP * ! T 1 SU.UP. TD EX: 
E!T 5 IV. I.'P FDP PYTE EPPCP CKS> 

PECCPr MIJMPEP 

5000 ! 5 57 1 0 11 1 5 1 3 1 1 •15 1* •ir 
50 00 •10 11 57 1 0 11 1 5 1 3 11 1 5 14 •17 
5000 0 1 5 7 1 0 1 1 1 5 1 3 1 1 1 5 16 1 7 
5000 5 ? 10 37 1 0 1 1 1 5 1 3 1 1 1 5 16 1 7 
1! 15 £ 5 4 3 4 5 4 3 6 1 6 5 46 67 70 71 7 5 
5000 7 1 7 5 3 7 1 0 11 1 5 1 3 11 1 5 16 •17 
5000 51 3 5 37 1 0 1 ! 1 5 1 3 1 1 1 5 1 6 .17 

1 34 37 71 7 5 76 0 1 5 3 •1 =~ 5000 30 31 37 1 0 11 12 1 3 1 1 1 5 16 •17 
5000 4 7 70 37 10 i : 1 5 1 3 1 1 1 5 16 .17 
2000 57 50 37 10 11 1 2 1 3 1 1 1 5 16 17 
£000 46 47 37 10 11 1 5 1 3 1 1 1 5 16 •17 
10 05 44 44 67 7 0 71 72 7 5 71 7 5 76 0 
5000 5 5 54 3 7 1 0 1 1 1 5 1 3 1 1 1 5 16 17 
5000 4 1 4 5 3 7 1 0 1 1 1 5 •15 1 1 1 5 16 •17 
5000 £ 1 £5 3 7 1 0 1 1 1 5 1 3 1 1 1 5 16 •17 
5000 4 3 4 1 3 7 1 0 1 1 1 5 1 3 1 1 15 16 1 7 
5000 5 5 5 1 37 1 0 11 1 5 1 3 1 1 15 16 1 7 
5000 4 5 4 5 3 7 1 0 11 12 1 3 11 15 16 1 7 
5000 5 5 5 5 5 7 1 0 11 12 1 5 1 1 15 16 •17 
5000 4 i 4 5 5 7 1 0 11 12 1 5 11 1 5 •16 •17 
5000 5 ! 5 5 37 1 0 11 1 5 1 3 1 1 1 5 16 •17 
5000 40 41 57 10 1 ! 1 5 1 5 1 1 1 5 16 1 7 
5000 so 5* 57 1 0 11 12 1 5 1 1 1 5 •14 1 7 
1119 56 54 57 60 61 4 5 4 3 6 1 4 5 4 6 67 
5000 54 57 3 7 1 0 1 ! 1 2 1 3 1 1 1 5 1 6 1 7 
5000 ! 6 17 37 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 11 1 5 14 17 
5000 5 5 5 4 37 1 0 1 1 1 5 1 5 11 1 5 14 17 
5000 ! 5 14 37 1 0 11 1 5 1 5 1 1 1 5 14 17 
5000 5 1 5 5 37 1 0 11 1 5 1 3 1 1 1 5 16 17 

FSCCB CP NEXT PEC N'.WEEP 

Example E-25 



B.O Nova 2 Checkout Procedure 

The Nova 2 computer is tested using the Data General Diagnostic routines, A paper tape 
render located in the bottom of the rack under the Nova is utilized to load diagnostic routines for 
Hie checkout of the Nova 2. The diagnostics on the paper tapes also are utilized to check the 
interface between the Silent 700 TTY and the Nova 2 computer. Consult the appropriate manuals 
fot instructions concerning these pieces of hardware and for the proper test steps in the checkout 
of the TTY and Nova 2. 

The other diagnostic routines for checking the performance of the Perlec Digital Tape 
Machines and the Datum Magnetic Tape Controller Model 5091 a re contained in the Datum peripheral 
equipment manual. There is a special diagnostic tape, labeled "AIDS Diagnostic", which has one 
remote and two program toad routines for checking the performance of the tape controllers. The 
software manual for the Model 5091 Magnetic Controller cantRinB the instructions for utilizing 
this software on magnetic tape. 



B. 0 Calculations for the AIDS Format 

The AIDS data format is different from many data collection formats since it was designed 
to accomplish data compression hy omitting samples. Figure 3 shows the format and -,ne location 
of control words such as "Sync" and "End of Data F rame" . 

A form, which is at the end or this section, will ass is t the operator in determining several 
of the variables that must be entered into the program when the WICP header menu is programmed. 
The operator must examine the data channels to determine the highest data frequency that might 
be expected. Thia frequency, in Hertz, must be entered on line I. (The operator should aUo 
determine that the law pass filters in the Analog Signal Conditioner will pass this frequency, if 
high frequency noiee is expected about this frequency, the operator can adjust the low pass 
filter's cutoff frequency by changing the values of the components on the component modules 
associated with the signal conditioning amplifier in each data channel; this will eliminate some 
high frequency aliasing nois ' from the data.) 

The operator 3hould enter the number of samples per cycle on line 2, The minimum number 
is 2 samples per cycle based on theoretical considerations, with S samples per cycle being a 
practical number to use in the calculations. 

Multiplying line 1 by line 2 gives the number of samples per second per channel. This 
number is the number of data words that must be collected each second. Interspersed at equal 
intervals between the data words must he t ime and other information that is contained in the 
master frame. Since the time resolution must be at least . J second, there must be at least 10 
master frames every second. The division by tC or a larger number in line 4 calculations pro
vides the proper t ime for the format. Calculations performed under line 5 will account for ihe 
channel codes that must be included in the format. Summing the totals on lines 6 and 7 gives the 
to!ai number of words in a super frame and la entered in line 8, 

Multiplying the number of words in a Buper frame by the number of super frames that will 
occur in a second gives the word ra te . This calculation is performed by multiplying the divisor 
used in line 4, which was 10 or a number greater than 10, by the number of words in a super 
frame. 

Since only seven word rate values a re given by the program, the operator must select the 
next higher rate available above the calculated word ra te . This value is entered in line 10. 



Calculations of AIDS Format Pa rame te r s 

Hif'hest frequency response expected for any data chnnnel. 

Samples per cycle {$ or mcrp), 

Multiply lines 1 and 2. 

Divide the resul ts of line 3 by XO or more to determine 
number of data frames required. Division by 10 is 
basea on minimum required to provide . I sec . t ime 
resolution. Roun3 value to next higher integer. 
Number muBt be less than 4095. 

75 Hz 

5 samples/cycle 

375 sampifrs/sec/ 
channel 

number of data 
frames 

Determine number of format words, 
in) Sync words. (Programmed for 4) 4 
(b> Time code words. 6 
|g> Word rate wordB. 2_ 
(d> Environmental words. 

SADL 15 Rocky Flata 23 15 
(e) Bilevel words _2_x5= 10 
(f> Six bit data channels _10x 2 = 2D 
<gl Six to twelve bit data channels __i_x 3 * 3_ 
(h) Master frame end worda i_ 
(il Data frame end words 3 

Number of master frame words equals flum of a, b. c 
d, e, f. B. and h. 

number of dais frame words per super frame 
equals Sum of e, f, g, and i, t imes line 4. 

Number of words per Buper frame equal sum of lines 
ti and V. 

Multiple line 8 by divisor used in line 4 . 

Select next higher table rale. Maximum rate is 
250 kilowords. 

61 M. F. words 

136a D. F. words 

14B9 words per supei 
Tramp 

14290_word rale 

15. 625 kwword rate 



Calculations of AH3S Form** Pa rame te r s 

Highest frequency response expected for any data channel. 

Samples pe r cycle (5 or more), 

rrfultlpty line t times line 2. 

Divide the resul ts of line 3 by 10 or mors to determine 
number of data frames repaired. Division by 10 ia 
based on minimum required to provide , I see , t ime 
resolution. Round value to next higher integer. 
Number must be lees than 40B5, 

JaOOHz 

5 samples/cycle 

2500 s a m p l e s / s e c / 
channel 

250 number of data 
frames 

Determine number of format words, 
(a) Sync words. {Programmed for 4) 4 
(b) Time code words. jj 
<c> Word ra te words, % 
(d) Environmental wordB, ™~~~ 

SAUL 15 Rocky Flats 23 15 
(e) Bllevel words 2_ x 5 • *Tg~ 
(f) Six bit data channels 10 X 2 = ~W 
(g) 5ix to twelve bit data "cnannele x 3 
th) Master frame end words j 
(i> Data frame end words _3_ 

Number of master frame words equals Bum of a, b, c, 
d, e. t, g, an*? h. 

Number of data frame words per super frame equals 
sum of e, f, g, and i times line 4. 

Number of words per super frame equal sum of lines 
6 a n d ? . 

Multiply line B by divisor used in line 4. 

Select next higher table ra te . Maximum ra te is 
250 kllowords. 

SB M. F, words 

8250 D. F . words 

8308 words per super 
frame 

83080 word rate 

125 kw word rate 


